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A practical method is presented for extending the lookahead of LR parsers, by the addition 
of “reduce-arcs.” Applied to an LR(0) parser, this gives a machine which is close in size to 
the corresponding LALR( 1) machine, but is capable of making use of unbounded lookahead. 
The class of grammars parsable by this method is a subset of the LR-regular grammars which 
is shown to be properly included in the LALR(k) grammars, if limited to k symbols of 
lookahead, but also includes non-LR grammars if no such limit is imposed. Application is 
foreseen to error recovery in LALR(I) parsers, as well as the handling of occasional non- 
LALR(I) situations in normal parsing, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The LR parsing method, introduced by Knuth in [9], has been studied and refined 
to a point where it is accepted as feasible and practical for use in compilers. In 
particular, the SLR(l) [5] and LALR(l) [4, 10, l] techniques of DeRemer have 
proven useful. However, both of these techniques take a step backward in generality 
from LR(l), in order to reduce the parser to a manageable size. For larger k than 1 
the size and complexity of computing LR(k) parsing tables grows out of proportion 
to the additional benefits, so that the method cannot be considered practical. 
There are, however, instances where limitation of lookahead to one symbol forces 
rewriting the grammar. For example, the published grammar for the programming 
language Ada [14] makes use of the keywood “is” in several contexts where one 
symbol of lookahead is not sufficient. The nonterminals “subprogram-body,” 
“body -stub,” and “generic_subprogram_instantiation” all are derivable from 
“declarative-part,” and so are indistinguishable by context. All of the following three 
derivations can produce a string beginning “procedure identifier is...“: 
subprogram_body =s-* subprogram_specification is declarative-part ... 
body-stub =c=* subprogram_specification is separate; 
generic-subprogram-instantiation =s* procedure identifier is 
generic -instantiation; 
* This work supported in part by National Science Foundation Grants MCS-7724098 and MCS- 
7924583. 
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The decision to reduce “procedure identifier” to “subprogram _specitication” versus 
to shift “is” cannot be made without looking past the “is.” A similar problem arises 
distinguishing use of “and” from “and then.” 
Such problems, once discovered, can be solved by modifying the grammar, but not 
without cost. Modifying the grammar takes effort and is subject to error. It is 
complicated by considerations of readability, parser size, and limitations imposed by 
semantic actions which are keyed to specific reductions. Thus, an effrcently 
implementable parsing method that can make use of extended lookahead information, 
reducing the need for grammar modifications, could be of practical convenience. 
While the ability to utilize more than one symbol of lookahead in normal parsing 
is a convenience rather than a necessity, it can be of far greater value in error 
recovery. When an LR( 1) parser discovers an error it has excellent information 
available about the context to the left of the error, but no effective means of utilizing 
the right context. Obtaining enough right context information, in a useable form, to 
overcome this “left prejudice” has been the central goal of much of the work done on 
LR error recovery. 
In this paper, we describe how to transform an LR parser’s state-transition system, 
by adding a fixed set of “reduce-arcs,” so that “optimal” use can be made of the first 
lookahead symbol, and limited use can be made of an unbounded number of symbols 
following. Applied to an LR(0) machine, this gives a parser that is equivalent to the 
LALR(1) if use is made of only the first lookahead symbol, but which actually can 
make use of a regular set of lookahead strings’ (in contrast to the finite set used by 
LR(k)). 
All LR parsing methods share an underlying structure. The parse is performed left- 
right, bottom-up, by successive reductions of the leftmost simple phrase, or “handle,” 
to a nonterminal symbol. The handle is located by means of a finite state machine 
that scans the intermediate sentential form from left to right up to, and perhaps 
slightly beyond, the handle. The symbols to the right of the handle are called 
“lookahead” symbols, and are always terminal symbols, due to the left-right order of 
the parse. 
In general, the machine is assumed to work with a stack, on which previous states 
may be stored. With this model, the operations of the machine are limited to two 
types: 
shift: push the current state onto the stack, change state to new state, determined 
by the current input symbol and the current state, and advance to the next input 
symbol; 
reduce: remove a string of states from the top of the stack, insert a nonterminal 
symbol at the head of the input, reset the state to the value at the top of the stack, 
and perform a shift operation on the new nonterminal. 
’ The notion of using a regular set of lookahead strings is not new. Earlier theoretical work by Culik 
and Cohen on LR-regular grammars is discussed in Section 4. 
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Thus, except for reductions, the machine operates as a tinite state sequential 
machine. By adding “reduce-arcs” corresponding to all the possible transitions 
effected by reductions, we can produce a finite state sequential machine that approx- 
imates the actions of the LR parser (as best it can without the benefit of a stack). We 
call this the extended LR (XLR) machine. 
A reduce-arc can be viewed as a null-move of the finite state machine, and might 
be implemented that way if parser size were of first importance. Instead, we choose to 
implement a reduce arc by a set of transitions on terminal symbols, corresponding to 
all the shift transitions on terminal symbols that may follow a chain of reductions. 
Thus, being able to short-cut chains of possible reductions, the extended LR finite 
state machine can scan a grammatical string of terminals left-to-right, performing 
only shifts of terminal symbols. 
Of course, the new machine is finite, and so can only recognize a regular superset 
of the language parsed by the original LR machine, but our intent is not to parse with 
it directly. Instead we propose to use it to resolve conflicting choices of parsing or 
error recovery actions. For this purpose, even a regular approximation to the set of 
lookahead strings can be a vast improvement over the sets of one-symbol lookaheads 
used by other practical methods. 
The new machine is also nondeterministic. This is a drawback, but not as serious 
as it first seems. Although the nondeterminism can be eliminated, we feel the 
increased cost in table size may rule this out in practice. In cases where one symbol 
of lookahead is sufficient, the machine will be deterministic. In other cases, we might 
expect to pay a price, but expect that it will neither be large nor payed frequently. 
In summary, the advantage of the XLR machine over the LALR(l) machine is 
that 
(1) extended lookahead information can be utilized when needed. 
The advantages over LR(k) machines for k greater than 1 are that: 
(2) table size is only slightly larger than for the LALR( 1) machine (1801 
reduce-arcs vs 1663 reduce actions (unoptimized), for a Pascal grammar); 
(3) lookahead exacts no overhead except where it is needed; 
(4) the extended machine can be computed practically. (A test program 
required 135 set and used 24,500 words (60 bit) of memory on a CDC CYBER 70 to 
process a Pascal grammar.) 
In the next section, we formally describe the XLR machine and characterize its 
lookahead information. Section 3 explains how the XLR machine can be used in 
parsing, and Section 4 relates its power to that of other LR variants, including the 
LR-regular method of Culik and Cohen. The problem of determining whether a 
grammar is parsable by this method, and of determining how many symbols of 
lookahead will be needed, is the subject of Section 5. Section 6 deals with the 
computation of reduce-arcs, and Section 7 outlines the direction of our future 
research. 
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2. THE XLR MACHINE 
The transformation of an LR machine to an XLR machine is most easily 
understood as the closure of the state graph under a graph rewriting scheme. The 
basic scheme and its generalization are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The dotted arc 
indicates the reduce arc that should be added if the other nodes and arcs of the 
scheme can be matched with nodes and arcs of the original LR machine’s state graph. 
(A complete example can be found in Fig. 3). However, to be able to prove properties 
of the XLR machine, we will need a definition in the formalism of parsing theory. 
The notation we use is similar to that in [2] and [8]. 
2.1. Definitions 
Let G be a fixed context free grammar, G = (N, C, P, S), where N is a finite set of 
nonterminal symbols, IT is a finite set of terminal symbols, P is a finite set of rules, 
P c N x (N U Z)*, and S is the start symbol of G. 
Let A4 be a fixed shift-reduce machine for G, consisting of a tuple M = (K, N U C, 
6, qO, F, p), where K is a finite set of states; F is a set of reduce states, FE K; qO is 
the start state, q,, E K; Z is the input alphabet, the terminals of G; 6 is the shift tran- 
sition function 6: K x C + K; p is the reduction function p: F -+ S(P), giving a set of 
applicable reductions for each reduce state. 
In what follows, we shall use naming conventions that implicitly qualify the 
meaning of certain variables, except when specified otherwise. 
01, P, C, u, 0, w E (NU Q*, v ** A. 
tEz or tENUZ. 
yEC*. 
A,B,C E N. 
ox w 
A 
d 
0 
t 
-- -- 
-- -- -- 
FIG. 1. Basic scheme: A + w. 
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FIG. 2. General scheme: Au, S-F, u, . . u,B,t?, a& u, u, M’~, 
rEPU {shift}. 
qf is a new final state, not in K. 
a, b, c, d, s, x, Y, z E Ku {qf}. 
A is the null string. 
Leta~,,piffa=uBu,B=uwu,uE~*and(B + w) is a rule of G, i.e., p is direcrly 
derivable from a via the rightmost nonterminal of a. The transitive reflexive closure 
of *nn is written 3$,. 
Since the only derivations of interest in this paper will be rightmost derivations, we 
shall omit the “rm” hereafter. 
a is a right sentential form iff S =s* a. If S =s-* aBy =+- awy, then (B -+ w) is the 
handle of awy, with respect to this derivation, and y is the lookahead string. In this 
case, any prefix of aw is called a viable prefix, if awy a* p, p E P. 
In certain contexts, when a s-* p, we will wish to consider a fixed (rightmost) 
derivation of fl from a. In such cases we will abuse the =-z-j* notation slightly, 
implicitly restricting it to subderivations of the fixed derivation under consideration. 
For example, in the context of S =+* aj?y, S J* a4y means that aAy is an inter- 
mediate sentential form in the particular derivation of spy from S that is under con- 
sideration. 
M is an LR machine for G iff 
(1) V b E K 3 viable prefix a such that 6(q0, a) = b (i.e., every state is 
reachable from q,, via a viable prefix), and 
(2) Va S(q,, a) is defined only if a is a viable prefix (i.e., only viable prefixes 
reach states). 
We can now define the extended LR (XLR) machine for M, 
M’=(KU{q,},NUCU{#),6’,q,,~,~), 
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FIG. 3. XLR machine for grammar G,. 
where 
(1) V b E K, t E NV Z, (6(b, t), shift) E 6’(b, t) iff S(b, t) is defined: (These are 
the shift-transitions of M, preserved in ii4’. The rest of what follows defines the new 
“reduce-arcs.“) 
(2) V b E K, t EZ, (s, (B-1 w))E 6’(b,t) iff 3 Q, y, A, IL, v (Recall that 
u S-* A.) such that 
s =s* CxAvty, 
A** uB=suw, 
b = &a,, auw), 
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and 
s = 6(qo, a‘4vt) ; 
(3) V b E K, (qr, (B -+ w)) E 6’ (b, #) iff 3a 
S**aB*aw, 
and 
(4) a(q,, #) = {(e, shift)}. 
An equivalent, but more algorithmic, definition of M’ can be found in Section 6. 
The present definition was chosen for its characterization of the lookahead infor- 
mation available in M’, which is key to the proofs of the results that follow. 
2.2. Characterization of XLR Lookahead Information 
M’ encodes an approximation to complete lookahead information for G. For any 
reduce state b with applicable reduction (B -+ w), if awy is a right sentential form and 
aw takes M to state b, then r# takes M’ from b to qr, along a path beginning with a 
step labeled (B -+ w). This is stated formally in Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.1. If S =x+ awy by some fixed rightmost derivation with handle 
(B -+ w), then there exist r, s such that (s, (B -+ w)) E 6’(6(q,, , aw), t) and 
(q,, r) E J’(s, P), 
where y# = t/3, or y# = t and s = qr. 
To prove this theorem, we first develop two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. If S ** awpty by some fixed rightmost derivation with handle 
(B -+ w), then 6’(6(q0, aw), /3t) includes a pair (6(q,, , (t), r) for each viable prefix i 
such that S =E-* <ty is a stage of the derivation S =+-* awpty. 
Proof. The argument is by induction on the length of j3. If /I = /i then 
S ** aBty 3 awty. If S a* [ty a* aBty, we know [ =E=* aB, and so either 
(i) <= aB or 
(ii) we can partition [= u,Av, where A -* u,B, v a* A, and u, u2 = a. In 
case (i), S =z=* aBty and B a* B ti w, so that by case (2) of the definition of 8, 
@(so, O), (B + w)) E 6’ W,, awl, 0. 
In case (ii), S a* u,Avty and A ** u,B * u,w, and case (2) of the definition of 6’ 
can be applied to achieve the same result as in case (i). If p # /1., let /I = p’t. In this 
571/22/2-IO 
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case, let y’ = ty, so that S a* awp’t’y’. By induction, 8(8(q,, , aw), /I) includes a pair 
(&Al 9 co 4 f or each viable prefix C such that S a* Ct’y’ is a stage of the 
derivation S a* awp’t’ty. If c is a viable prefix of Cty as in the hypothesis, then 
[a* Cf. Thus either 
(i) [ = Ct’ or 
(ii) ~=u,B~,,B*+u~t’, ul**A, and u,u,=P. 
In case (i), there is an r such that (S(q,,, 0, r) E 8(&q,,, aw), /?). Since (2 is a 
viable prefix, 6(q,, , [t) is defined, and so by case (1) of the definition of 8, (6(q,, [t), 
shift) E sl(S(q,, aw), /3t). In case (ii), S a* u,Bu, ty, and for some A + w2, 
B =x* u,A 3 uj w2 = u, t’. By case (2) of the definition of 6’, (6(q,,, <t), (A --t wz)) E 
6’(d(q,, ct’), t). By induction, there is an r such that (6(q,,, Ct’), r) E S’(&q,,, aw),P). 
Thus @(q,,, O), (A + w2)) E S’(J(q,, , aw), /3t), by functional composition. m 
LEMMA 2.3. If S++ awy by some fixed rightmost derivation with hdndle 
(A + w), then there is an r such that 
(q,, r) E J’(&qO y aw), WI. 
Proof. If y =A, then case (3) of the definition of 6’ applies directly. Otherwise, 
let y = /3t. By Lemma 2.2, 8(&q,, , aw), y) includes a pair (S(q,, ct), r) for each viable 
prefix [ such that S a* [t is a stage in the derivation S +-+ aw/?t. Since the derivation 
Sat awy is nontrivial, there is at least one such 6. Consider the last step in the 
derivation S ** Ct. Either 
(i) S G-* ui B, B * u2 t, and u1 u2 = [, or 
(ii) S a* [tB, B 3 /i. 
In case (i), case (3) of the definition of 6’ gives 
(e, (B -, uz 0) E d’(G,, 0), #), 
and so, by function1 composition, 
(sf9 (B + u2 t)) E S’Ms, 9 awl, ~8. 
Case (ii) is similar to case (i). I 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. If y =A, then the conclusion follows directly from the 
definition of 8, case (3). Otherwise, y = ty’. In this case there must be a stage in the 
derivation where this t first appears to the right of the rightmost nonterminal: 
S a* u, Cuty’ =z-* aBty’, where C a* u,B, u,u, = a, and v **A. By case (2) of the 
definition of 8, since S =x* u, Cvty’ and C a* u,B + u2 w, 
(&qo, u1 W, (B -+ w)) E S’(&qO, aw), 0 
Thus s = S(q,, u, Cvt) satisfies the first part of the conclusion. Since this is the first 
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stage at which t appears to the right of the rightmost nonterminal, t must be in the 
handle of u1 Cutyl, or to the left of it. Partition y’ into W, w2, where w1 is the portion 
of y’ included in or to the left of the handle. Since a1 Cvtw, is a viable prefix, 6(s, wl) 
is defined, and by case (1) of the definition of 6’, (6(s, w,), shin) E 6’(6(q0, aw), tw,). 
By Lemma 2.2, there is an r such that (qf,r) E S’(S(s, w,), w,#), and so, by 
functional composition, (qf, r) E 6’(6(q0, aw), tp). I 
THEOREM 2.4. If (s, (B + w)) E 6’(b, t) then either 
(a) there is a right sentential form awty, with handle (B + w), such that 
6(q,, aw) = b, or 
(b) t = # and there is a right sentential form aw, with handle (B + w), such 
that 6(q,, aw) = b. 
ProoJ: By the definition of 8, either 
(i) S** u,Auty=s*u,u,wty, where A *u,B*u,w, b=6(q,,,u,u2w), and 
s = 6(q,,, u, u,Bvt), or 
(ii) S =F* aB 3 aw, t = f, and b = 6(q0, aw). i 
Theorem 2.4 says that the 1-lookahead information of M’ is “optimal” for an LR 
machine with M’s states. Thus, in particular, if M is the canonical LR(0) machine for 
G, M’ has the 1-lookahead information of the LALR(l) machine for G, and if M’ is 
LR( l), M’ has full LR(l) 1-lookahead information. (The effectiveness of M’s 
lookahead information beyond the first symbol is considered in Section 4.) 
3. THE PARSING ALGORITHM 
The basic parse loop is as follows: 
t := first input symbol; 
s := qO; 
while s # qf do 
begin if 6’(s, t) is multi-valued 
then (q, r) := resolve (s, t) 
else let ((4, r)} = 6’(s, 2); 
if r = shift 
then begin push(s); 
s := q; 
t := next input symbol 
end 
else hegin perform reduction by rule r, 
including “shift” of the left-hand side of r 
end 
end 
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Function “resolve” runs finite state machine M’ on the input until all but one of the 
actions in sl(s, t) has been ruled out. 
function resolve (s, t); 
begin x := t; 
S, := {q((q, shift) E fY(s, t)}; 
r-0 := shift; 
let { rl ,..., r,, } be the rules such that 
(49 ri) E s’(s9 t); 
for i := 1 to n do 
Si := (q((4, ri) E a($7 f)} 
while (more than one Si # 0) do 
begin x := next input symbol ; 
for i := 0 to n do 
Si:={pl(p,r)E6’(q,x),qESi} 
end ; 
if Si # 0 for some i 
then resolve := (q, ri), where (q, ri) E d’(s, t) 
end ; 
There are two ways in which this function can fail. If the input is ungrammatical, 
either 
(1) the end of the input will be encountered in the while loop, or 
(2) upon exit from the while loop, all Si’s will be empty. 
The former will also happen for grammatical inputs if the grammar is not parsable 
by our method. (Section 4 deals with the problem of detecting such potentially 
unresolvable conflicts). 
4. COMPARISONS TO OTHER PARSING METHODS 
As shown by Theorem 2.4 in Section 2, the XLR(l) grammars are the same as the 
LALR(l) grammars, assuming we start with an LR(0) machine M. For k > 1, this 
relationship does not extend. Clearly, the XLR(k) grammars are always a subset of 
the LALR(k) grammars. To see that they form a proper subset, consider the 
following grammar Gi, which is SLR(2), and therefore LALR(Z), but not XLR(co): 
G, : S-+xAxJyAy~xCAy~xDwx, 
A --) w, 
C+t, 
D -+z. 
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In the previous example the weakness of the XLR machine is apparent. Infor- 
mation is lost when the state structure of M’ forces the joining of two distinct 
lookahead paths. On the other hand, for this to happen the grammar must be rather 
perverse, as the example also illustrates. It is simpler to find an example of a 
grammar that is XLR(2) but not SLR(k) for any k: 
G, : S -, zAxlAylCy, 
A -+ b, 
C-+bx. 
This example shows that XLR shares some of the strength of the LR and LALR 
methods in the way that the uses of left and right context are coordinated. 
If we are willing to allow unbounded lookahead, it is even possible to parse using 
non-LR grammars. Grammar G, (below) is XLR(co) but not LR(k) for any k: 
G, : S-1 AxjBy, 
A+AzlA, 
B-+ BzlA. 
The XLR machine for G, is shown in Fig. 3. The LR(k) conflict is in the starting 
state, on input zk -. - . XLR(co) resolves this conflict by the lookahead sets z*x# for 
(A -+ A) and z*w for (B -+ A). 
The XLR grammars form a proper subset of the LR-regular grammars of Culik 
and Cohen. In their 1973 paper [3], they formally define this class of grammars and 
describe a parsing method which makes use of a right-to-left scanning finite state 
preprocessor to compress right context information, which is then used by a conven- 
tional left-to-right scanning pushdown automaton. The method is impractical, for two 
reasons. First, the finite state preprocessor is, in essence, assumed to be given with 
the grammar. No method is given for constructing a suitable machine; moreover, the 
problem of determining whether such a machine exists is stated to be undecidable. 
Second, at the present time, right-to-left scanning of large text files appears difficult, 
due to the unidirectional nature of most auxiliary storage devices. While the XLR 
method cannot handle all LR-regular grammars, it does not suffer from either of the 
above limitations, and so is more likely to be of practical value. 
Although we have assumed the XLR machine is constructed from an LR(0) 
characteristic finite state machine, and so we obtained an extension of the LALR(l) 
method, this is not an inherent limitation of the construction. The XLR machine may 
just as well be constructed from an LR(l) machine, in which case it would yield a 
proper extension of the LR(l) method. Since it is based on a state transition graph. 
rather than a grammar, there should not even be any difficulty applying the 
construction to LR parsers obtained from regular right-part grammars [ 111, or via 
“state-splitting” techniques. 
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5. DETECTING UNRESOLVABLE CONFLICTS 
Of course, there are grammars for which the XLR(k) or XLR(co) parsing methods 
are inadequate. We present two algorithms, one for detecting conflicts not resolvable 
by XLR(oo), and another for determining which conflicts are resolvable by XLR(k) 
for specific k. These algorithms are based on a flow-analysis approach, working on 
the XLR state graph. 
A state s has a potentially unresolvable XLR(co) conflict if 
3 t, r, f r2, pl, p2, w s.t. 
{(pdd (P2, rdl EWp tb 
twEZ*#, 
and 
where d{(p, w) denotes (q( 3 r (q, r) E s’(p, w)}. That is, there is a terminal string 
ending in # that appears to be a viable XLR lookahead for both rl and r2. These 
conflicts can be detected by computing the relation 
This can be computed as the limit of F,, where 
~,={(p,,~,)J~,f~2and~tE~s.t.S;(p~,t)~6;(p,,t)Z0} 
and 
pi+ 1 =F, U {(P,, p2)l p1 f ~2 and 3t E Z 41 9 42 set- 
(q1,q2)EFiv 41E4(p,,t) andq2E6’,(p2Al. 
Since this relation is sparse, it can be computed more efficiently than might 
immediately be apparent, using a hashing technique. 
A state s has a potentially unresolvable XLR(k) co#lict if 
d’(p, , w) # 0 and 6’(p,, w) f 0. 
That is, there is a terminal string of length k that appears to be a viable XLR 
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lookahead for both r, and r2. If we define Lk(s) to be the set of “live” conflict-pairs 
for k-symbol lookahead from state s, 
Pl fP2, 
q1 E &(P,, t) and q2 E &(P,, t)l, 
then state s has an XLR(k) conflict if and only if Lk(s) # 0 or, for some i < k and 
some P, (P, P) E Li(s). 
Since, for grammars of practical interest, we expect there to be few conflicts not 
resolvable by LALR( 1) lookahead, there would be few states for which L,(s) would 
be nonempty, and in general, Lk(s) should be small. 
6. COMPUTING THE REDUCE-ARCS 
It is not immediately obvious from the definition of 6’ that the reduce-arcs can be 
computed efficiently. In this section, we describe a method we have found practical, 
and prove that it produces the desired result-the same machine as defined by 6’. 
Our algorithm is based on a flow-analysis approach, where each pair (x,A) of a 
state and a nonterminal symbol has an associated set ZN(x, A) of states. These sets 
are “pushed” around the state transition graph until the process converges. Let x be 
any state and A be any nonterminal symbol such that 6(x, A) is defined. 
ZN,(x,A)= (c(3v,t d(x,Aut)=c,va*A andtEz}, 
Z~0(90,S) = {4J 3 
ZN~+~(X,A)=ZN~(X,A)U{C~~~,~,~,~ cEZN;(“~B)~LI~*A~B~~A~ 
and 6( y, U) = x), 
ZN(X, A) = ~ ZNi(X, A). 
i=O 
For simplicity in proving the following results, we introduce a nonstandard 
definition: 
w, =s-O w2 if w1=w2u, where ll*“A, 
w, ai+ I w2 if w2 = uw3w4, where w, *‘uAvw,, 
v=>*A,w,EC* and A-w,. 
It follows that wi =+i&) w if and only if wi ai w2 for some i > 0. 2 
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LEMMA 6.1. c E IN,@, A) if and only if either 
(a) (3vl,uz,B,t,u,y &y,Bv,t)=c, ul,v2**A, tEX, B*‘uAv, and 
6( y, u) = x) or 
(b) (c=q,and 3uS =si uA and 6(q,, u) = x). 
Proof. (only if) The argument is by induction on i. c E IN, (x, A). If i = 0, unless 
(x, A) = (qO, S), it follows from the definition of INo that there exist U, , t such that 
6(x, Bu, t) = c, u, z-* A and t E 22 Taking u = u2 =/i, y =x, and B = A, one gets 
B 3’ uAv2, 6( y, u) =x, and v2 a* /i, so that (a) is satisfied. In the case that i = 0 
and (x, A) = (qo, S), it may be that c = qf, but in this case S j” S, 6(qo, A) = q. and 
so (b) is satisfied. 
If i > 0 and c E INi (x, A) then by definition of INi, there exist y, B, u, u such that 
c E IN,_ ,( y, B), ZJ =F-* A, B 3. z&v, and S(y, U) = x. By induction, either (a) or (b) is 
satisfied for c and (y, B). If (a) holds, there exist v,, t, B,, v2, u,, yz such that 
6(y2,B2v,t)=c, vl+*A, tE.T, B,*‘-‘uZBv2, 6(y2,u2)= y and u,**li. Thus 
J(y,,u,u)=x, and B2*iu2uAvv2, where VU, a* /i, while 6(y,, B, v, t) = c, so (a) 
is satisfied for c and (x, A). If (b) holds for c and (y, B), c = qr, and there exists u2 
such that S ai-’ u,B and 6(q,, u2) = y. Thus S ai-’ u,B * u2wlv, and v +-* /i, so 
that S ai U, uA. Since 6(qo, u, u) = 6( y, u) =x, (b) is satisfied for c and (x, A). 
(if) The argument is by induction on i. If (a) is satisfied and i = 0, then B = A, 
u=v*=A, and x = y, so that 6(x,Av, t) =&y, Av, t) = c, and therefore 
c E IN,(x, A). If (b) is satisfied and i = 0, then c = q,, S = A, and x = qo, so that 
c E: IN,(x, A). If (a) is satisfied and i > 0, there must be an intermediate stage aCv, y 
in the derivation B ai uAv2, so that B=s--‘aC~,y~~uAv,, where yEz*, Cap, 
uj a* /i and UAV, = a@. Since a@ must contain A somewhere, two cases arise: 
(i) a=uAv,, v$y = v2 a* A, B ji-l aCv, y = uAv, Cv, y, v, Cv, y **A, and 
so, by induction, c E ZNi_ i(x, A), and we are done. 
(ii) u=au4, P=u4Av4, v4 y = v2 +-* A, B > i-’ aCv, y, v3 y **A, and so, by 
induction c E IN,_ ,(6( y, a), C). 
In the latter case, by definition of ZNi, since C */I = u,Av,, 
S( y, u) = 6(6( y, a), u,) = x, and v4 =+* A, it follows that c E ZN,(x, A). 
If (b) is satisfied and i > 0, then there is an intermediate stage a&, in the 
derivation S + ‘uA, so that S ai-’ aCu, a* uA, where v3 3*/i, C+/3, and 
wl = a/l. Again, there are two cases: 
(i) a=uA, in which case S*‘-‘UA 9 and, by induction, 
CEINi_,(X,A)LZNi(X,A). 
(ii) /I = uqA, in which case S ai-’ aCv3, vj a* A, and, by induction, 
c E INi_,(6(qo, a), C). By definition of IN,, since C * /3 = u,A and 
&Qo, a), u4 > = S(qo, u) = x, c E IN,@, A). 
THEOREM 6.2. (c, (B + w)) E S’(b, t) if and only if 3x c E ZN(x, B), 6(x, w) = b, 
c is a state entered on terminal symbol t, and (B -_) w) is a rule of G. 
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Proof: (only if) There are two relevant cases in the definition of 6’ : 
(2) Suppose case (2) of the definition holds for b, (B -+ w), a, y, A, u, u, s, t. 
Taking y = d(q,, a) and x = 6(qo, au), 6(y, Aut) = s, u **A, t E C, A ** uB and 
6(y, U) = x, so that s E IA@, B) by Lemma 6.1. 
(3) Suppose case (3) of the definition holds for b, (B -+ w), and a. Taking 
x = S(q,, a), S a*aB, so that, by Lemma 6.1, qfE IN@, B). 
(if) Again there are two cases: 
(a) Suppose case (a) of Lemma 6.1 holds for c E ZN(x, B). Then 
3u,. vz,A, t, u, y such that G(y,Av, t)=c, u1,v2 **A, t EC, A s-* uBv,(=~* uB) 
and 6(y, u) = x. Since B * w, A a* uB =c- uw, and by the LR-ness of M, 3 a, y such 
that S =>* aAu,ty, and 6(qo, a) =y. Thus 6(q,,, auw) = b, and 6(qo, du, t) = c, so 
that part (2) of the definition of 6’ is satisfied. 
(b) Suppose case (b) of Lemma 6.1 holds for c E ZN(x, B). Then c = q, and 3 u 
S ai uA and d(q,,, u) = x. Since 6(x, w) = b, so that S(q,, uw) = b, and B S- w, 
case (3) of the definition of 6’ is satisfied. 
Based on Theorem 6.2, we can write the following algorithm for computing reduce- 
arcs: 
ALGORITHM 6.3. 
1. for each state x and nonterminal A such that 6(x, A) is defined, or x = q,, 
and A = S do compute ZN,(x, A) and put the pair (x, A) into the queue Q. 
2. for each pair (x, A) discovered in step 1 do compute the set NEXT(x, A ) = 
{(y,B)(3w=uBv,v~*/i,6(x,u)=yandA~w}. 
3. while Q not empty do 
begin remove (y, B) from head of Q ; 
for each (x, A) E NEXT( y, B) do 
ifZN(y,B)-ZIN(x,A)#@ 
then begin ZZV( y, B) := ZN( y, B) U ZN(x, A) ; 
if (y, B) & Q then add (y, B) to Q 
end 
end 
4. for each pair (y, B) such that ZN(y, B) # 0 do 
for each rule (B -+ w) do 
for each c E ZZV(y, B) do 
add(c, (B + w)) to 8(&y, w), t), where state t is the (unique) symbol 
on which state c is entered. 
A recent paper by DeRemer [6] on efficient algorithms for computing LALR(1) 
lookahead sets makes use of state relationships very similar to those behind the XLR 
construction. It appears likely that application of DeRemer’s techniques to the XLR 
construction may produce a refined algorithm that is more efficient than naive 
implementation of Algorithm 6.3, and perhaps even as fast as his LALR(l) 
constructor. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have programmed and tested our algorithm for computing the XLR reduce- 
arcs, proving empirically that XLR parsers can be computed for real programming 
languages. Since the Pascal grammar we used in testing has only one LALR(l) 
conflict that does not trace back to an ambiguity, we would not expect much 
difference in performance between our parsing algorithm and the LALR(I) on this 
grammar. In further research, perhaps rewriting the Pascal grammar in a terser form, 
or by choosing a harder to parse language, it will be possible to introduce enough 
LALR(I) conflicts that some data on the speed/generality trade-off can be obtained. 
While XLR(oo) grammars, such as G,, are interesting from a theoretical 
standpoint, we do not seriously propose that parsers be permitted completely 
unbounded lookahead. Instead, it is reasonable to assume some fixed input buffer size 
k, and restrict the method to grammars for which this amount of lookahead is 
sufficient. We have programmed and tested the method described in Section 5 for 
detecting XLR(co) conflicts, but we have not yet done the same for XLR(k) 
conflicts. We intend to do this, as well as testing whether the parser size may be 
significantly reduced by “pruning” reduce-arcs that are not needed to resolve actual 
parsing conflicts. 
The potential usefulness of the XLR machine is probably greater in error recovery 
and repair than it is in “straight” parsing. History has shown that programming 
language syntax and semantics can be tailored, regardless of the effort, to fit parsing 
methods even more constrained than LALR(l). When it comes to error recovery, 
however, the story is different. The LR methods are known to have a “left-bias.” 
Since what has been parsed leading up to an error is a viable prefix of some program, 
it is presumed to be correct. For effective error recovery, some way of also utilizing 
information from the right context is needed. 
Three solutions to this problem, very similar in nature, have been proposed [7, 
12, 131. The basic idea of these proposals is to restart the LR PDA, nondeter- 
ministically, in all of its states, and run it until it has partially reduced the right 
context, or until it encounters a choice of stack operations. Methods based on this 
idea must deal with two problems: 
(1) the resulting parse is not necessarily canonical, and so may wreak havoc 
with semantic processing; 
(2) when the nondeterministic PDA is faced with alternative stack operations, 
(as is likely to happen before the parse has progressed very far), it is forced to either 
give up, heuristically choose one of the alternatives, continue parsing, in parallel, with 
multiple stacks, or restart in the initial recovery state. 
An additional problem is the simmation of the nondeterministic PDA, which may 
be made deterministic, but only at the cost of an increase in the number of states. 
While the authors of the three papers cited above have made significant progress 
toward solving these problems, each choosing different trade-offs, their methods still 
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pay a price in increased complexity and memory overhead, which is diffkult to 
balance against the improvement in effectiveness of error recovery. 
We propose a simpler approach, with lower overhead, that would not interfere with 
semantic processing: When an error is encountered and several recovery actions 
appear reasonable on the basis of left context, the action is chosen that allows the 
XLR machine, functioning as a finite automaton, to scan furthest ahead on the input 
buffer. While this method is also nondeterministic, and therefore subject to some of 
the same overhead costs as the methods based on a nondeterministic PDA, problems 
(1) and (2) ar- eliminated. 
Whether the approach to error recovery proposed here is justified can only be 
determined empirically. We hope to do this in further research. 
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